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Abstract
A review of the antioxidant gene manganese Superoxide
Dismutase (SOD-2) and its association with disease processes,
especially Diabetes Mellitus (DM) and diabetic complications. The
endogenous antioxidant enzyme systems, such as observed with
Superoxide Dismutase (SOD), helps to manage the levels of Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS) in a cell that are generated by the cell’s
respiratory reactions. The role of free radical reactions in protein
oxidation, DNA damage and lipid peroxidation is strongly debated in
relation to human disease and has been implicated in many disease
states.
Keywords: SOD-2; Diabetes mellitus; Diabetic complications;
Antioxidant enzymes; Antioxidant genes; Oxidative stress; Reactive
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The effective treatment of DM and the prevention of diabetic
complications may be improved by a better understanding of
the antioxidant function of intracellular defences against (OS)
stress. Polymorphisms in antioxidant genes may determine
cellular OS levels as a primary pathogenic role in DM and/or
in its complications. SOD-2 has been investigated in patients
with several diseases, including type 1 DM (T1DM) to ascertain
if specific genotypes have any protective influences in the
pathogenic mechanisms in DM and/or in several different
complications, including retinopathy, nephropathy and diabetic
controls compared to normal healthy controls. A focus on the
SOD-2 mitochondrial targeting sequence (Ala -9 Val substitution)
found to be important in diabetic nephropathy.
The possibility that SOD-2 antioxidant supplementation
in diseases caused by intracellular redox imbalance may be
beneficial against disease processes is also explored.

The endogenous antioxidant enzyme systems, such as
observed with Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) helps to manage
the levels of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) in a cell. ROS
are continuously being generated by the cell’s mitochondrial
respiratory reactions [1-4].

The role of free radical reactions in protein oxidation, DNA
damage and lipid peroxidation is strongly debated in relation to
human disease and has been implicated in many disease states.
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It is not clear whether ROS are the sole and major cause of
tissue damage in disease or if they need to be accompanied by
other factors, including tissue injury. It is clear that free radical
reactions occur more readily than normal in diseased or damaged
tissues and this may exacerbate disease. Increased oxidisability
of damaged tissues can be due to the inactivation or leakage of
antioxidants from cells [4].

Proliferative cells that are exposed to sub-cytotoxic OS such
as H2O2, UV, ethanol etc. display mitochondrial DNA deletions, cell
morphology, histochemistry changes, cell cycle regulation and
gene expression differences [5]. Polymorphic genetic differences
may change the antioxidant gene expression in a similar way to
these somatic mutations caused by OS.
SOD, initially named erythrocuprein, was demonstrated in
1968/69 to inhibit the xanthine oxidase mediated reduction of
cytochrome c. The reduction of cytochrome c is initiated by the
production of the superoxide anion (O2.-), by xanthine oxidase in
the presence of an electron donor such as xanthine, hypoxanthine
or acetaldehyde [2,3].
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The superoxide radical is converted into hydrogen peroxide
by the action of superoxide dismutases.
MnSOD is involved in controlling dioxygen toxicity in the
mitochondria, an organelle of extreme oxidative load. Overexpression of the antioxidant manganese Superoxide Dismutase
(SOD-2) abolished the signal generated by ROS [6].

There is an early molecular event involving an increase
in mitochondrial mass and mtDNA content in response to
exogenous and endogenous Oxidative Stress (OS) [5]. Enzymic
systems are part of a cell’s line of defence against the lethal or
mutagenic damage caused by OS by removing ROS from the cell
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and involves enzymes, such as, catalytic Superoxide Dismutases
(SOD); Copper/ Zinc-dependent SOD (CuZnSOD), in the cytosol,
manganese-dependent SOD (MnSOD), in the mitochondria, and
catalase (CAT), in the cytosol and peroxisomes [7,8]. Interestingly,
high levels of ROS, facilitated by enzymes, such as, SOD-2 enhance
mitochondrial Hydrogen Peroxide (mtH2O2) and are normally
linked to dedifferentiation of somatic cells [9]. SOD catalyses the
dismutation of hydrogen peroxide and superoxide into oxygen,
enabling cell repair and reducing the damage inflicted by OS.
Hydrogen peroxide is further broken down to water by catalase
or peroxidase. ROS induces this antioxidant enzyme expression
in tissues but defective production or action could result in OS
and ROS tissue damage ultimately leading to cell death [10].

Misregulation of physiological mitochondrial systems, such
as, enzymic regulation of ROS and reduction of the accumulation
of oxidative damage are thought to be key players in the roles of
aging processes and metabolic diseases. Mitochondrial research
has revealed the importance of antioxidant mechanisms in the
mitochondria, cell survival and cell death regulation, in addition
to their role in energy production and the signalling systems
associated with them [11].
Redox homeostasis, regulated by the mitochondria, is
thought to be involved in triggering apoptosis and senescence.
ROS in the mitochondria appears to regulate cell responses
to environmental stressors, oncogenes and nutrients and p53
(tumour suppressor gene) orchestrates redox signalling in the
mitochondria, in conjunction with SOD-2 and the ROS generator,
p66shc [12].

Different forms of SOD

This antioxidant enzyme is found in at least three forms,
one is in the mitochondria, one in the cytosol and another in
the endoplasm. In the genetic organisation of members of the
human SOD enzyme family, SOD-3 has some homology between
SOD-1 and SOD-3. SOD-2 has no significant amino acid sequence
homology with SOD-1 or SOD-3 [13] (Figure 1). Several metal
ions are associated with antioxidant enzymes, such as, copper,
zinc, manganese or iron.
Manganese superoxide dismutase (SOD-2) is found in the
mitochondria in nearly all cells and with a molecular mass of
40,000 kDa, it consists of four subunits each of which probably
contains a manganese atom. SOD-2 has been localised to
chromosome 6 (6q25) [14] and some of the features of the SOD-2
gene are typical of housekeeping genes [15].

The complete genomic structure shows marked conservation
between human, rat and mouse species. Physically the SOD2 gene consists of 5 exons and 4 introns [16]. In all the species
studied there are no TATA or CAAT boxes identified but the GCrich regions are present in all species [17,18]. There are putative
NF-κB transcription regulatory elements in the human and
mouse genes. In humans this is in the 3’-flanking region of the
gene [16] whereas the mouse contains two potential elements in
the 5’-flanking region [17]. There are also multiple copies of Sp-1
and AP-2 consensus sequences in the promoter region of several
species.
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Decreased levels of SOD-2 may contribute to the development
of certain diseases. Mice without the gene that encodes SOD-2 die
10 days after birth with cardiomyopathy and lipid accumulation
in the liver and skeletal muscles [19]. Thus SOD-2 is essential for
aerobic life where the lack of that function is fatal. In animal cells
decreased SOD-2 and catalase levels were observed in breast
cancer, adenomas and leukaemia [20].

Differences in antioxidant expression may explain a
predisposition of a patient with diabetes to diabetic complications
such as nephropathy, neuropathy, cardiovascular disease or
retinopathy. ROS are increasingly formed in Diabetes Mellitus
(DM) by the auto-oxidation of glucose and glycosylated proteins.
Hyperglycaemia leads to the activation of the polyol pathway and
contributes to the formation of triose phosphate and its autooxidation, which results in α-oxaldehyde and H2O2 [21]. Defective
antioxidant expression may be partly due to polymorphic
differences in the genes encoding the antioxidant enzymes.
There is growing evidence to suggest that polymorphisms in
the promoter region of the Aldose Reductase gene (ALR2) are
associated with susceptibility to nephropathy, retinopathy and
neuropathy and differing levels of the gene’s expression [22,23].
SOD-2 may also determine the extent of liver damage resulting
from HCV infection [24]. SOD-2 blood levels are significantly
reduced in patients with viral hepatitis, regardless of the viral
etiology.

SOD-2 and DM

An SOD-2 targeting signal sequence polymorphism has been
identified on chromosome 6q 25 and may be in linkage with the
susceptibility genes IDDM5 (6q22) and IDDM8 (6q27), discovered
by Todd when screening the human genome for T1DM related
genes [25]. A polymorphism in the mitochondrial targeting signal
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Figure 1: It is adapted from Zelko, et al [13] and shows the genetic organisation of members of the human SOD enzyme family. SOD-3 has
been placed in the middle in order to demonstrate the homology between SOD-1 and SOD-3. SOD-2 has no significant amino acid sequence
homology with SOD-1 or SOD-3. The number of base pairs of each exon
and intron is shown in association with each fragment.
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sequence could affect the transport of the enzyme through the
mitochondrial membrane and a defect may alter the membrane
receptor recognition site resulting in less of the enzyme protein
entering the cell thus lowering the antioxidant response to OS.

Ala/Ala homozygotes for a polymorphism in the SOD-2
mitochondrial targeting sequence (Ala -9 Val substitution) has
been found to be significantly lower for patients with diabetic
nephropathy (DN) than patients without nephropathy whereas
the Val/Val genotype was significantly higher in the DN group
in a Russian cohort [26]. Different results have been observed in
different populations and ethnic differences have been observed
with this polymorphism [27]. The T allele relates to the valine
amino acid, which is considered to have a lower basal level of
SOD-2 activity according to Chistyakov 2001, but there is little
experimental evidence to back this hypothesis yet.
High glucose levels trigger an intracellular antioxidant
response that is mediated by SOD-1 and 2, catalase and
glutathione peroxidases. Oscillating glucose levels, s experienced
by patients with DM, induce injurious effects on endothelial
cells, although the mechanism of this is not well understood it is
accepted that oxidative damage occurs during the process [28].
Antioxidant responses to hyperglycaemia have shown
that SOD-2 responses did not change between diabetic
patient complication groups or in normal controls. There was
however a twofold increase in the expression of catalase under
hyperglycaemic conditions suggesting that high glucose flux
through aldose reductase inhibits the expression of antioxidant
enzymes [29].

There is more than one sequence for mitochondrial targeting
which suggests a combination mechanism for the vital enzyme
determining rates of targeting, membrane translocation and
signal sequence cleavage with concomitant folding of the SOD2 protein [30,31]. The variation in amino acid from alanine to
valine in the SOD-2 leader signal affects the processing efficiency
of the enzyme. The amino acid change is thought to give a
conformational change from an alpha helix to a beta sheet and
this may result in mistargeting due to poor receptor recognition.
The valine form may be less efficiently transported into the
mitochondria than the alanine form of the enzyme. Studies
have indicated that basal SOD-2 activity is highest for Ala/Ala,
followed by Ala/Val and then Val/Val [26,32]. It is postulated
that the functional polymorphism V16A affects the localisation of
MnSOD into the mitochondrial matrix and therefore its ability to
scavenge superoxide radicals [32].

There are a number of recognised polymorphisms in the
mitochondrial targeting sequence for SOD-2 that have been
widely investigated, one is an alanine/valine substitution at the
-9 position and another is an Ile to Thr substitution at position 58.
The latter substitution elicits a 3-fold decrease in SOD-2 enzyme
activity and reduces the tumour suppressor effect of the enzyme
[33].
It has been assumed that this polymorphism may impair
subcellular localization of SOD-2 but there is no experimental
evidence that supports this [31,34].
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The Val(16)Ala version of the gene disrupts the proper
targeting of the SOD-2 from the cytosol to the mitochondrial
matrix where it acts on superoxide radicals and dismutate them to
hydrogen peroxide. Changes in the levels of both superoxide and
hydrogen peroxide, in mitochondria, modulates the molecular
mechanisms of apoptosis, cellular adhesion, and cell proliferation
and thus play key role in cancer development [34].

There are other conditions that polymorphic differences in
SOD-2 gene are associated with, such as, a genetic polymorphism
of the SOD-2 gene, which may be associated with increased
risk of breast cancer among Chinese women. These patients
were examined for the SOD-2 Val-9Ala polymorphism of the
mitochondrial targeting sequence [35]. A study investigating
a Finnish population found a 1.5 fold increase in breast cancer
associated with this ala-9 Val polymorphism. Also bladder
cancer has been associated with a SOD-2 polymorphism [36].
A significant difference in the C-9-T genotype was observed
between patients and normal controls but not between diabetic
controls and patients with complications. In a study to ascertain
if specific
Genotypes have any protective influences in the pathogenic
mechanisms in diabetes and/or in several different complications,
there were significantly more of the diabetic controls than the
patients with diabetic nephropathy the ‘c allele’ appeared to be
protective against diabetic nephropathy [37].

The same polymorphism is also associated with premature
aging or progeria [29] and with an increased risk of sporadic
motor neuron disease, especially in females [26]. Although
Parkinsonism and ALS have been investigated for associations
with this polymorphism, none have been found [30,32,38].

SOD-2 transcription factors

SOD-2 is a highly regulated gene despite the fact that it
is ubiquitously expressed at relatively high levels. The gene
is regulated by a variety of intracellular and environmental
stimuli (Figure 2). Many compounds induce SOD-2
transcription including cytokines such as IL-1, IL-4, IL-6, TNF-α,
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and IFN-γ [39]. Intron 2 holds the
cytokine inducible enhancer regions where binding sites for
NFκB, C/EBP and NF-1 transcription are located [40]. Manganese
ions at high concentrations are highly toxic to cells and induce
SOD-2 expression in human breast cancer [41].

It has been reported that the microtubule-active anticancer
drugs such as taxol and vincristine also induce SOD-2 expression
via activation of a CREB-1/ATF-1 like factor but not AP-1 or NFκB
[40]. Many cancers result in gene methylation of the intronic
region of SOD-2 and results in a reduced expression of SOD-2
[42].
There is also a posttranscriptional regulation of SOD2 expression by an RNA-binding protein, located in the 3’
untranslated (41bp region) part of SOD-2 mRNA. The identity of
the RNA-binding protein has not been identified. The positioning
of this cis acting element can greatly increase the translational
efficiency and enzyme activity of the reporter gene [42-44].
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Figure 2: Shows the proposed actions of the free radical induced cascade of stress-activated responses in cells via activation of p38 MAPK,
JNK and AP-1 that contribute to increased levels of SOD-2 expression.
JNK and p38 inhibitors block the activation of SOD-2 expression.

The administration of oral supplementation of SOD-2 has
been investigated and GliSODin is Superoxide Dismutase (SOD)
extracted from melons and combined with gliadin. When mice
received this it was found to promote antioxidant defenses in the
brain and to prevent stress induced impairment of memory and
in other animal studies, it was concluded that supplementation
with gliadin-combined standardized melon SOD extract
(Glisodin) promoted the cellular antioxidant status and protected
against oxidative stress-induced cell death [45,46]. No concrete
conclusions have been made about the health benefits of human
SOD-2 supplementation and studies thus far all state that much
larger studies are needed [47].
Future studies to consider may involve gene therapies to
elevate the antioxidant function of the targeted tissue, such as,
kidney in diabetic nephropathy, where enzymes are applied as
pharmaceutical drugs to treat or prevent disease [48,49].
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